The light source of this luminaire is not replaceable; when the light source reaches its end of life the whole luminaire shall be replaced.

Excl.

- 2x
- 1x
- Straight 3x
- Split 1x
- 2x
BuzziJet Ceiling Suspended Straight

2 PERS. 🐾

1 OFF

2
Connection including dimmable function

White  Neutral
Black   Line
Green  Ground
Red    DIM +
Blue    DIM -
Connection excluding dimmable function

- White: Neutral
- Black: Line
- Green: Ground
- Red: Not used
- Blue: Not used
BuzziJet Ceiling Suspended Split

2 PERS.

1. OFF

2. 

3. 

13
Connection including dimmable function

White        Neutral
Black        Line
Green        Ground
Red          DIM +
Blue         DIM -
10b

Connection excluding dimmable function

White  Neutral
Black  Line
Green  Ground
Red  Not used
Blue  Not used